Introduction
Solar flares are energetic phenomena that result in particle acceleration, plasma heating, and the release of energy over the entire electromagnetic spectrum. Flares are characterized by a sudden onset and develop on time scales that are shorter than the photospheric evolution time scale. Photospheric motions are responsible for storing magnetic energy in the corona which is then impulsively released at a critical point in the evolution of the coronal field (Forbes, 2010) , resulting in a flare. Flares that are associated with coronal mass ejections (CMEs) (Gosling, 1993; Kahler, 1992; Plunkett et al., 2000) are termed eruptive and tend to occur in regions of a highly non-potential coronal field, that overlie the photospheric polarity inversion lines (Hagyard, Venkatakrishnan, & Smith, 1990; H. Wang, 2006) . While it has been shown that a large majority of X-class flares are associated with CMEs (Yashiro, Akiyama, Gopalswamy, & Howard, 2006) and tend to occur in active regions with more free energy (Cui, Wang, Xu, & Liu, 2018) , flares can be non-eruptive or confined, failing to produce a CME. A prominent example of confined flares are those associated with the largest active region (AR) of solar cycle 24, NOAA AR 12192. This AR was flare-rich but CME-poor, producing 6 X-class flares, 22 M-class flares, and 53 C-class, but only 1 CME which resulted from an M4.0 class flare (Chen et al., 2015; C. Jiang et al., 2016; L. Liu et al., 2016; Sarkar & Srivastava, 2018; Sun et al., 2015) . Cui et al. (2018) analyzed 58 X-class flares that occurred within 30 • of disk center between 1996 to 2005 and found that 10 X-class flares were confined.
The source regions of CMEs show a filament channel in the chromosphere (Karpen, Antiochos, & DeVore, 2012) , which is a region of strong magnetic non-potentiality confined around the polarity inversion line (PIL). The filament channel could eventually harbor a filament or prominence, wherein the Hα fibrils are aligned with the PIL (Foukal, 1971; Martin, 1998a) . While a large majority of erupting filaments or prominences are closely associated with flares, their association with CMEs is about 50% (Jing, Yurchyshyn, Yang, Xu, & Wang, 2004; Yan, Qu, & Kong, 2011) . Filament eruptions, flares, and CMEs are evidences for the destabilization of the coronal magnetic field and their association is still an open ended topic (Schrijver, 2009) . Unlike, PIL filaments, arch filament systems (AFS) are a bunch of dark filament threads crossing the PIL and connecting the regions of opposite polarity, sometimes extending into sunspots (Bruzek, 1967; Weart & Zirin, 1969; Zwaan, 1985) . The arches in the AFS exhibit an upward motion of about 10-15 km s −1 and downwflows of about 10-50 km s −1 along their legs. Flares occurring in AFS arise from reconnection with pre-existing magnetic fields (Huang et al., 2018; Zuccarello et al., 2008) or through persistent flux cancellation . In this article, I investigate a moderate C1.1 class, confined flare, which occurred in an AFS outside a regular, isolated sunspot on 2013 September 24. The photospheric and coronal conditions are analyzed in order to determine what triggered the flare, in the otherwise quiet and small active region, and rendered it confined.
2 Observations and data analysis I carried out spectropolarimetric observations of NOAA AR 11846 on 2013 September 24 using the Tenerife Infrared Polarimeter (TIP-II; Collados et al., 2007) at the 70 cm German Vacuum Tower Telescope (VTT), Observatorio del Teide, Tenerife, Spain. TIP II provided spectral scans with full-Stokes polarimetry in the near infrared region comprising the Fe I line at 10783.05Å, and the Si I line at 10786.85Å. Both lines have a Landé g factor of 1.5 and an excitation potential of 3.06 eV and 4.93 eV, respectively (Balthasar & Gömöry, 2008) .
The AR consisted of a unipolar leading sunspot located at at a heliocentric angle of 26.6 • (143 ′′ , -404 ′′ ). At each slit position and for a single modulation state, ten exposures of 250 ms each were accumulated. Using a 0. ′′ 35-wide slit, a full scan of the sunspot was carried out with 160 scan steps, each step being 0. ′′ 35. The scan lasted from 9:53-10:26 UT. The spatial sampling along the slit was 0. ′′ 17 while the spectral sampling was 11.05 mÅ. A dichroic beam splitter plate, placed in the adaptive optics tank on the first floor of the VTT, was used to carry out the scan. A small fraction of light from the beam splitter was transmitted to the wave-front sensor (WFS) while the rest of the light was reflected to the science focus. A small tilt shifted the image at the science focus but not on the WFS. Flat-fielding and polarization calibration were performed at the end of the scan, using a rotatable linear polarizer and a phase plate which were introduced in the optical path after the exit window of the vacuum tower (Collados, 1999; Louis, Balthasar, et al., 2014) . The observations were supported by the Kiepenheuer-Institut Adaptive Optics System (KAOS; von der Lühe, Soltau, Berkefeld, & Schelenz, 2003) which provided a highly stable scan of the sunspot with a spatial resolution of about 1 ′′ . Figure 1 shows the TIP-II observations of the leading sunspot in AR 11846 along with the Stokes spectra spanning the near infrared region at 1078 nm.
The vector magnetic field and other relevant physical parameters were extracted from the TIP-II spectro-polarimetric observations using the Stokes Inversion based on Response Functions (SIR; Ruiz Cobo & del Toro Iniesta, 1992) code. SIR computes perturbations in the physical quantities at specific locations across the optical depth grid called nodes, and then carries out an interpolation to yield values at all grid points. I performed a onecomponent inversion setting the magnetic and dynamic parameters to be constant with depth and inverted the Fe and Si lines separately since the lines form in a narrow region of the photosphere. This is similar to the strategy adopted by Balthasar and Gömöry (2008) . The temperature stratification was perturbed with five nodes. A total of nine parameters were retrieved from the observed profiles, including height-independent micro-and macroturbulent velocities. The vector magnetic field was transformed to the local reference frame from the line-of-sight (LOS) frame. The 180 • ambiguity in the azimuth was resolved by assuming a radial variation of the horizontal magnetic field and a smooth azimuth (Louis, Beck, & Ichimoto, 2014) .
I also combined the TIP observations with those from the Helioseismic and Magnetic Imager (HMI; Schou et al., 2012) as well as the Atmospheric Imaging Assembly (AIA; Lemen et al., 2012) . The HMI data consist of continuum intensity filtergrams and line-ofsight (LOS) magnetograms having a cadence of 45 s, while the AIA observations comprise filtergrams in the He ii 304Å and Fe ix 171Å bands having a cadence of 1 min. The HMI and AIA data were selected to span a duration of 3 hr starting at 21:00 UT leading up to the C1.1 flare at 22:56 UT. The HMI and AIA images were co-aligned using a two-dimensional cross correlation routine. AIA images with a cadence of 12 s were also utilized close to the time of the precursor events as well as the C1.1 flare. Figure 2 shows NOAA AR 11846 to consist of a single, regular, leading sunspot of positive polarity with a diffused network region, about 90 ′′ to its east, which is the following polarity of the AR. The network region only shows up in the continuum image as a couple of tiny pores. The AR appeared close to the Sun's eastern limb on 2013 September 18 and for a major part of its transit on the disc, remained an α-type spot. It finally disappeared at the western limb during the early half of September 30. During its passage, the AR produced three flares, a C3.9 class flare at 03:15 UT on September 18, a B4.8 class flare at 21:54 UT on September 23, and a C1.1 class flare at 22:56 UT on September 24.
Results

General configuration
The lower panels of Fig. 2 show the chromosphere and transition region above the AR. The AIA 304Å image (bottom left panel of Fig. 2 ) reveals the presence of superpenumbral whirls around the AR having a distinct handedness, synonymous with a sinistral chirality (Chae, 2000; Martin, 1998b Martin, , 2003 that is consistent with the helicity hemispherical rule. The image also shows three AFS (marked F1, F2 and F3) all of which originate from the network patch and terminate at/close to the boundary of the leading sunspot. While F1 and F3 are quite distinct, F2 is extremely faint and is more clearly seen as a bright, thread-like structure in the AIA 171Å image (bottom right panel). These chromospheric AFS have been marked since the flare occurred in this part of the AR, specifically involving F1. For the sake of brevity and clarity, I will henceforth refer to the AFS simply as filaments in the text, while the term PIL filaments will be used to distinguish the AFS from regular, chromospheric filaments.
The projected lengths of the filaments F1, F2, and F3 was estimated to be 49, 46, and 56 Mm, respectively. In addition, there exists a large filament channel south of the leading sunspot which also exhibits a sinistral chirality (shown in yellow in the figure). Hereafter this feature will be referred to as the dark channel since there are no clear signatures of an extended PIL filament in Hα(https://gong2.nso.edu/products/scaleView/ view.php?configFile=configs/hAlpha.cfg&productIndex=1). The dark channel starts from a diffuse patch of negative polarity flux south-east of the sunspot. Short, dark fibrils (shown in magenta in the figure) extend from this patch to the outer penumbra of the sunspot. The bottom right panel of Fig. 2 shows the structure of the AR in the transition region as seen in the AIA 171Å image and indicates several, bright loops connecting the leading sunspot to the network patch in addition to the filaments seen in the chromosphere. The lowest of these loops is highlighted in purple in the figure and is estimated to lie about 24 Mm above F1. The highest of the AIA loops connecting the leading sunspot to the network patch are at a projected height of 100 Mm with respect to F1. Apart from these set of loops, one observes connections between the sunspot and opposite polarity flux lying to the north-east and west of the former. To the west of the sunspot there is another PIL filament that is visible in both AIA bands which has the same handedness as the superpenumbral whirls associated with the AR. This feature is also seen in Hα unlike the dark channel described above. The filaments F1, F2, and F3, as well as the overlying loops identified in the AIA 304 and 171Å images, respectively, are overlaid on the HMI magnetogram with their corresponding colors to provide a context of the magnetic topology of the AR. The chromospheric and transition region features identified in Fig. 2 and described above correspond to a time close to the occurrence of the flare and nearly 12 hrs after the TIP-II observations. However, these features are long-lived, with the exception of filament F2, and are seen to be present well before the TIP-II observations, which puts their base lifetime at 12 hrs.
Small-scale flaring activity
In this section, two examples of small-scale flaring activities in the AR, that occur within one hour of the C1.1 flare, are described. In addition to these events, the AR is also characterized by several other dynamic phenomena, which include brightenings along the short dark fibrils (indicated in magenta in Fig. 1 ) south east of the leading sunspot, and filamentary ejections that start at the location of the diffuse polarity south of the leading sunspot and travel southward along the dark channel(These can be seen in the animation movie-03.avi that is available as supplementary material). Along with the AIA 171Å band, these precursor events are also seen in the hotter 193 and 211Å channels but not in the 335 and 94Å bands, that would suggest that the plasma is heated to at least 10 5 K.
Event 1
Figure 3 shows a sequence of AIA 304Å and 171Å images centered on the filament F1. Panels 1 and 2 indicate that there is a diffuse, thin, loop-like structure which struts out of F1 extending from the eastern end to the central part of F1. The white arrow in panel 2 shows the structure much more clearly using a base difference image. At 21:55:31 UT, a similar set of loops are seen to unravel from F1, expanding rapidly southwards as shown by the black arrow in panels 3-5. This unfurling lasts for about 1 min at the end of which remote brightenings are seen at the footpoints indicated by the black circles in panel 6. The larger brightening at F1, closer to the leading sunspot, appears at 21:57:31 UT, about a 1 min before its counterpart which appears on the southern ridge of F1 close to the network flux region. The small flaring activity lasts for about 2.5 min and is analogous to the event described in H. Wang et al. (2015) .
The underlying photospheric conditions related to the above flaring event is shown in Fig. 4 where there are clear indications of flux cancellation at the location of the footpoint brightening. The reduction in flux is more apparently seen in the negative polarity fragment that disappears at the interface of the positive polarity fragment outlined by the dark blue contour. The decrease in magnetic flux is about 9.8×10 17 Mx and 6.3×10 17 Mx in the positive and negative polarity patches, respectively and occurs over a duration of about 37 min which yields a flux loss rate of 4.5×10 14 Mx s −1 2.9×10 14 Mx s −1 , respectively. The HMI LOS magnetogram has been overlaid on the AIA 304Å image for an overall perspective, that shows the filament F1 arching from the leading sunspot to the network The general picture is that F1 overlies a weak PIL with the footpoint brightenings from the precursor event located on either side of this PIL.
Event 2
The second event that was analyzed occurs in nearly the same location as described above and is also driven by flux cancellation. The left panels of Figure 5 show a similar flaring activity as earlier at 22:33 UT, nearly 30 min after the first event. A comparison of panels 1 and 2 in the figure shows that the F1 to exhibit twisted, dark and bright and threads (dotted line in panel 2), with the bright thread running under its dark counterpart. This intersection point coincides with a small localized brightening which is essentially at the weak PIL under F1. The crossing of the bright and dark threads as seen in panel 2, would suggest that the a twist of least half a turn is present in F1. The stronger brightening near the central part of F1 peaks about 30 sec before its counterpart at the southern ridge of F1 (panels 3 and 4). The flare is immediately followed by an injection of cooler plasma along the eastern section of F1 as indicated by the black arrows in panels 5 and 6.
The right panel of Fig. 5 shows the time sequence of LOS magnetograms that coincide with the second flaring event. The cancellation is primarily seen in the right most patch of positive polarity outlined by the red contour. There are only three small fragments of positive polarity nearest the larger patch of negative polarity that sits under the central part of F1. The flux reduction in these three patches from left to right are 3.9×10 17 Mx, 9.7×10 17 Mx, and 8.8×10 17 Mx, respectively over a duration of about 28 min. Using the above values the flux loss rate is estimated to be 2.4×10 14 Mx s −1 , 5.8×10 14 Mx s −1 , and 5.3×10 14 Mx s −1 , respectively. While there is a substantial reduction in positive flux, the right most patch of negative polarity, where the disappearance of the opposite polarity is distinct, exhibits an increase of flux amounting to 2.6×10 18 Mx. The larger fragment of negative polarity on the left outlined by the blue contours, however, shows a reduction in flux of about 2.4×10 17 Mx. The location of the disappearance of the positive flux is about 10 ′′ east of the cancellation event described in Sect. 3.2.1. It is also evident from the bottom panel that the small-scale changes in photospheric flux are co-spatial with the stronger footpoint brightening seen at the intersection of the bright and dark filament threads of F1.
The C1.1 flare in F1
The precursor flare at 22:33 UT results in the buildup of cool plasma along the filament F1 (panel 6 of Fig. 5 ). This process continues for about 10 min when filamentary brightenings appear at the ends of the filament F1, i.e. at the outer penumbra of the leading sunspot and the network flux region of opposite polarity and are indicated by cyan ellipses in panel 1 of Fig. 6 . The figure also shows that there is an enhancement in the twist along F1 which are depicted by black arrows in the figure and can be compared with the filament structure nearly 20 min earlier (panel 2 of Fig. 5 ). The filamentary brightening at the eastern end of F1 intensifies by 22:48 UT which is accompanied by an untwisting of F1 at that location in the counterclockwise direction as seen along the filament axis from the leading sunspot to the following polarity (arrow in panel 2). The unwinding of F1 is accompanied by an increase in the emission of the filament that expands southwards as F1 rises (panels 3-5). However, panel 6 also reveals that along with the rise of F1, the flaring occurs along the weak PIL under F1 where small-scale flux cancellation was observed earlier, forming a classic two-ribbon structure. The C1.1 flare peaks at 22:55 UT with the flare brightening extending along F1 to the network flux region in the east, to the umbra-penumbra boundary of the leading sunspot. The LOS magnetogram contours have been overlaid on the AIA image in panel 7, that show the 2-ribbon emission on either side of the neutral line. The flare lasts for a duration of 13 min ending at 23:03 UT. The emission associated with the flare was located at a distance of about 20 Mm and 23 Mm from the flux weighted centroid of the active region, at the beginning and peak time of the event, respectively. Panels 9 and 10 of the figure show that the filament structure resembles a simple arch with cool plasma suspended between the two polarities of the AR. A shorter section of the filament is also reformed at the boundary of the leading sunspot near one of the footpoints of the overlying arch. The flare morphology seen in the AIA 304Å band is similar in the 171Å channel, with the higher lying set of loops, described in Fig. 1, remaining unaltered The deceleration profile is illustrated by bluecrosses whose scale is shown on the right. The vertical dashed line separates the acceleration and deceleration phases.
In order to estimate the speed of the expanding filament during the flare, a space-time plot was created as shown in Fig. 7 When the flare peaks at 22:55 UT, the filament had strongly decelerated and reached 94% of its maximum height. In comparison, the bottom part of the arch filament only rises to a height of about 5.4 Mm. The velocity in the accelerating phase was determined by taking the derivative of a fit to the height-time profile using a Boltzmann-Sigmoid function of the form h a (t) = a 0 + (a 1 − a 0 )/(1 + e (a2−t)/a3 ) (thick red line). The deceleration phase was fitted with a simple exponential decay curve of the form h d (t) = b 0 (1 − b 1 e (−b2t) ) (dashed red line) and the corresponding velocity is shown by cross symbols. The blue symbols represent the deceleration of the filament which is nearly 7.5 times greater than the solar gravitational constant. The strong decelerating force prevents the erupting filament from becoming a CME. Only two events were reported in the CME catalog provided by CDAW. One was a Halo event that occurred at 20:36:05 UT which had a linear speed of 919 km/s and originated from an erupting prominence close to the eastern limb (-790 ′′ , 305 ′′ ). The other entry in the catalog was a very poor event that occurred much earlier at 09:48:05 UT and was only seen in C2. I further analyze the conditions that led to the initial eruption of the arch filament and its subsequent confinement by computing the decay index from a potential field extrapolation (Cheng, Zhang, Ding, Guo, & Su, 2011; Jing et al., 2018; Xu, Liu, Jing, & Wang, 2012) of the vertical component of the magnetic field prior to the C1.1 flare. The decay index is a measure of how fast the horizontal component of the overlying strapping fields changes with height. Figure 9 shows the weak PIL with A1-A2 denoting its span. The decay index n is calculated over this contour as well as along the line B1-B2 which is the direction in which the arch filament unwinds and expands. The insets to the right of the figure show n as a function of height over the two chosen spatial cuts. For the onset of the torus instability (Kliem & Török, 2006) , n has a critical value of 1.5, i.e. when the strapping fields can no longer confine the flux rope. The black line in the upper inset indicates that the height at which n = 1.5 only reaches a maximum value of 40 Mm, and reduces to about 25-30 Mm near the central section of the arch filament (near B1). This indicates that the field decays faster at the PIL and cannot confine the arch filament from erupting Jing et al., 2015) . On the other hand, the iso-contour of n = 1.5 is a lot higher across the cut B1-B2 which increases southwards reaching a peak value of 85 Mm which is close to the patch of negative polarity about 15 ′′ north-east of B2.
Confinement of the C1.1 flare
It is evident from the above that the overlying fields across the weak PIL, which decay faster, are unable to confine the arch filament and reconnect as the latter rises, thereby producing the two-ribbon flare. However, the second set of overlying fields connecting the leading sunspot to the network flux region, decay much more slowly and are able to prevent the eruption from developing into a CME. 
Underlying photospheric conditions
Vector magnetic field of the leading sunspot
In addition to being the strongest and largest concentration of magnetic flux in the AR, the leading sunspot also has an important role to play in initiation of the flare as the underlying photospheric conditions dictate the overlying chromospheric and coronal conditions. This makes it important to determine if there exist any signatures in the photospheric magnetic field of the leading sunspot that could possibly be related to the filament F1 given that one of its footpoints is rooted at the boundary of the spot. Even though the spectropolarimetric observations were acquired nearly 13 hr prior to the C1.1 flare, the filament did not exhibit any significant morphological changes and thus, a comparison with the photospheric magnetic field is adequate. Figure 9 shows the horizontal magnetic field derived from the inversions of the Fe and Si lines. The left panel shows that the field is predominantly radial and varies smoothly in the azimuthal direction. The white dashed circle indicates the location of F1 at the sunspot boundary (dark filament above a lateral brightening). Using the azimuth value at a location on the umbra-penumbra boundary, a line is traced outwards till it meets F1 at the sunspot boundary. The azimuth value at this location deviated by about 20 • from that at the umbra-penumbra boundary. In addition, the deviation of the horizontal field from the ideal radial direction as seen from above is clockwise, which is consistent with the sign of the twist seen in F1 (Fig. 6 ). However, more detailed modeling is necessary to confirm if this deviation in the photosphere is reflected in the structure of the overlying arch filament. The right panel of Fig. 9 shows that in the southern quadrant of the sunspot, the vertical component of the magnetic field shows disruptions or patches of weaker field that extend out of the spot's boundary. These patches are related to the dark fibrils that further connect to the large dark channel seen in the AIA images. 
Sunspot moat flow driving magnetic flux cancellation
As seen in earlier in Sects. 3.2.1 and 3.2.2, small-scale flux cancellation occurs at the weak PIL directly beneath the filament F1 which drives the precursor flares. In this section, the nature of the horizontal flows in the vicinity of F1 and the leading sunspot are analyzed to determine the manner and extent to which flux cancellation is facilitated, and the possible role of the moat flow (Brickhouse & Labonte, 1988; Sheeley, 1972) originating from the spot.
In order to determine the horizontal flows in the AR, I use local correlation tracking (LCT; Fisher & Welsch, 2008; November, 1986; November & Simon, 1988; Welsch, Fisher, Abbett, & Regnier, 2004) . LCT computes the relative displacement of small sub-sections in an image centered on the pixel of interest. A Gaussian window of a certain full-width-at-halfmaximum (FWHM), that is about the size of the structures that are to be tracked, is used to apodize the sub-images. The horizontal speed can thus be determined at every pixel given the displacement and the time separation. In order to extract the two-dimensional flow, LCT is applied to the HMI LOS magnetogram sequence. The magnetograms are first smoothed using a 7 × 7 pixel boxcar and then subtracted from the original image so that the small-scale magnetic fragments can be tracked easily. This scheme is similar to the one adopted by Ravindra, Venkatakrishnan, and Kumar (2004) . An apodizing window with a σ = 7 pixels is used for the LCT routine. Although the time separation is 45 s, the final horizontal flow field is obtained by averaging 40 images to retain the persistent motions and suppress the noise. Figure 10 shows the horizontal flows derived from LCT averaged over a 30 min interval leading upto the C1.1 flare. Moat flows ranging between 0.3 and 0.5 km s −1 are observed outside the sunspot extending to about 10-15 ′′ outside the visible spot boundary. While the moat flow is nearly uniform around the sunspot's circumference, there is a region near the north-east quadrant where the flow is inhibited. This could be attributed to the presence of a large, magnetic fragment of positive polarity just outside the spot boundary and well within the moat radius, which obstructs the outward flow. This is in agreement with the observations of Vargas Domínguez et al. (2008) . The moat flow also persists for a period of 2 hrs which reflect the continuous outflow from the sunspot that is functional on longer timescales. In general, the figure indicates that the horizontal flow is greatly reduced in the neighborhood of pre-existing flux that do not exhibit any proper motion, but rather, evolve in-situ.
The outward flow from the sunspot, particularly in the south-eastern quadrant is also directed along the axis representing the filament F1 which is shown in cyan. These flows which are about 0.2-0.3 km s −1 in magnitude extend upto a distance of about 20 ′′ into F1. The flux cancellation event associated with the first precursor flare is aided by a horizontal flow of about 0.2 km s −1 that is directed from west to east. The flows reduce considerably once they encounter the large, pre-existing flux patch of negative polarity which lies underneath the central part of F1 and is evident from panel 2 of the figure. In the case of the second precursor flare, the flux cancellation occurs 10 ′′ further east where the flows are considerably weaker till 22:30 UT, with values of about 0.1 km s −1 (panel 3). However, during the course of the C1.1 flare, the flows increase to 0.2 km s −1 at this location as seen in panel 4 of the figure. The figure also shows that the horizontal flows at the weak PIL (region around x = 20 ′′ , y = 35 ′′ ) are strongly inhibited, which could be attributed to magneto-convection and remain unaffected by the spot's moat flow. Horizontal flows of about 0.5 km s −1 are also seen to be directed into the dark channel (marked in yellow in Fig. 2 ) that starts about 20-25 ′′ from the southern boundary of the sunspot.
Discussion
A C1.1 class, confined flare is analyzed in this article that occurred in an arch filament system very close to a regular, unipolar, isolated sunspot. While the continuum images do not show any distinguishable presence of a following polarity of the active region, the LOS magnetograms reveal a rather diffuse, but extended network flux patch. Chromospheric images from AIA indicate that there are three arch filaments, rooted in the following polarity with the two larger ones extending upto the boundary of the leading sunspot. In addition to the arch filaments, there are overlying hotter loops connecting the two major polarities of the AR. The flare occurred in the southern arch filament. Spectro-polarimetric observations from the TIP-II instrument at the 70 cm VTT, show a small deviation of the horizontal magnetic field from a radial orientation close to the sunspot's boundary where the arch filament is oriented. The sense of the deviation of the magnetic field is consistent with the handedness of the arch filament although detailed modeling is necessary to substantiate this. The PIL between the leading sunspot and the network flux region, although devoid of any complex magnetic structures, nevertheless comprises a few, small, magnetic fragments of mixed polarity. One such set of fragments forms a very weak PIL that is located directly beneath the arch filament.
The C1.1 flare is preceded by two, small-scale flaring events that occur within an hour of the former. The first event comprises a set of loops that expand rapidly and detach from the arch filament producing brightenings at the loop footpoints on either side of the weak PIL underlying the arch filament. This precursor flare is similar to the event described in H. Wang et al. (2015) . The other precursor event, which occurs about 30 min later, also produces similar, but stronger, footpoint brightenings at/close to the same location as the earlier event. A section of the arch filament is filled by cool plasma immediately after the precursor flare that is often seen after an eruption (Gilbert, Holzer, & Burkepile, 2001; Gilbert, Holzer, Burkepile, & Hundhausen, 2000; R. Liu, Alexander, & Gilbert, 2007; Louis, Balthasar, et al., 2014) . Following the precursor flaring events, the arch filament is seen to exhibit an increased number of intersections of bright and dark threads suggesting an increase in its twist. The C1.1 flare involves a fast rise and expansion of the arch filament while also producing a two-ribbon emission at the weak PIL. The flare results in the formation of a more relaxed arch connecting the two polarities of the active region. The flare emission is located close to the centroid of the active region which is in good agreement with the estimates provided by Y. Wang and Zhang (2007) and Cheng et al. (2011) for confined flares.
The photospheric driver of the precursor events, leading upto the C1.1 flare, is smallscale flux cancellation at the weak PIL underlying the arch filament. The flux loss rate is one to two orders of magnitude smaller than those associated with surges and EUV jets (Y. C. Jiang, Chen, Li, Shen, & Yang, 2007; Y. Liu & Kurokawa, 2004) . Nevertheless, flux cancellation is co-spatial as well as co-temporal with the precursor flare brightenings and there are no visible or detectable signatures of flux emergence occurring in the region close to the arch filament. One also finds that the moat flow from the sunspot aids in flux cancellation, particularly near the end of the arch filament that is rooted at the boundary of the sunspot. The moat flow is responsible for pushing small magnetic elements into the path of pre-existing patches of opposite polarity.
It is known that flux cancellation can lead to the accumulation of helicity in the corona (Amari, Luciani, Mikic, & Linker, 2000; Burtseva & Petrie, 2013; Green, Kliem, & Wallace, 2011; Linker, Lionello, Mikić, & Amari, 2001; Livi, Martin, Wang, & Ai, 1989; Mathew & Ambastha, 2000; Savcheva, Green, van Ballegooijen, & DeLuca, 2012; Sterling, Chifor, Mason, Moore, & Young, 2010; Sterling et al., 2007; van Ballegooijen & Martens, 1989; H. Wang et al., 2017; Zhang, Wang, Deng, & Wu, 2001) . Flux cancellation at the PIL under the arch filament produce the precursor flaring events and introduce more twist in the arch filament, eventually destabilizing it (Guo, Ding, Cheng, Zhao, & Pariat, 2013; Hood & Priest, 1981; R. Liu, Gilbert, Alexander, & Su, 2008; Xue et al., 2016) through the helical kink instability (Török, Kliem, & Titov, 2004) . While an extrapolation of the photospheric magnetic field into the overlying corona is necessary to determine the amount of twist in the arch filament following the precursor activities, one can qualitatively determine the twist through the number of dark and bright windings on the filament as shown in Fig. 6 . One can visualize at least two dark threads which would suggest that the number of turns in the filament would be 1 or 2π radian. This lower bound value of the twist is indicative of a weakly twisted, low-lying, flux rope (Chintzoglou, Patsourakos, & Vourlidas, 2015) . In an alternate scenario, flux ropes can also be formed during strong, confined flares quickly leading upto a major CME within a short duration of time (L. Liu, Cheng, et al., 2018) .
The two-ribbon flare is the result of the unstable arch filament rising, causing the overlying fields across the weak PIL to reconnect. The overlying fields connecting the major polarities of the active region, which decay much more slowly, exert a strong tension force in the downward direction which brakes the erupting arch filament, causing it to decelerate (Török & Kliem, 2005) . This is evident from Fig. 7 where the deceleration exceeds the solar gravitational constant by a factor of nearly 8. The height-time profile of the rising filament is similar to the findings of Ji, Wang, Schmahl, Moon, and Jiang (2003) for a confined filament eruption where the filament reached a maximum height of about 80 Mm and a speed of about 200 km s −1 . The height and speed with which the filament rises is dependent on the strength of the axial magnetic field and the twist of the filament (Archontis & Török, 2008; Murray, Hood, Moreno-Insertis, Galsgaard, & Archontis, 2006) . Furthermore, being a weak flare of C1.1 class, there likely would have been a reduced Lorentz force impulse at the onset of eruption to overcome the tension force from the higher overlying fields (L. .
Following the flare, the arch filament relaxes to a simple loop-like structure as seen in panels 9 and 10 of Fig. 6 . The loss of twist could be attributed to magnetic reconnection occurring in either of the following scenarios. Firstly, the filament could have underwent internal reconnection, arising from the buckling of the filament axis on the western leg that is evident during the peak of the flare (panel 6 of Fig. 6 ). This distortion of the axis likely brings one part of the filament close to another section allowing magnetic reconnection and thus removing the overall twist of the filament. The alternate scenario is that, as the filament rises the outermost set of twisted field lines reconnect with the lowermost section of the overlying fields connecting the two major polarities of the active region. Although the axial field has the same direction for both sets of field lines, it could be that certain sections of the filament have a component of the magnetic field where reconnection could be initiated. In either of the above cases, one observes elongated brightenings along the upper part of the western half and the lower part of the eastern half of the arch filament (panel 7 of Fig. 6 ) which suggest that reconnection is responsible for the loss of twist in the filament rendering a simple potential configuration at the end of the flare.
The active region did produce two additional flares along with the C1.1 flare on September 24, which included a C3.9 flare on September 18 and a B4.8 flare on September 23. Interestingly, the C3.9 flare was the only one out of the three flares, which produced a CME, but the active region was just moving across the eastern limb of the Sun at that time. The CME had a linear speed of 208 km s −1 and an angular width of 52 • . However, the active region was still an α-type at that time and remained so for the entirety of its passage across the disc. Hence, it would be interesting to investigate what facilitated the eruption into an ensuing CME given that the photospheric magnetic conditions were similar to the event described here where the eruption remained confined.
Conclusion
A C1.1 class, confined flare is investigated in this article which occurred on 2013 September 24 at 22:56 UT, in an arch filament system close to a regular, unipolar sunspot. The legs of this arch filament were anchored in the leading sunspot of positive polarity and the network flux region of negative polarity. The flare was driven by small-scale flux cancellation at the weak PIL underlying the arch filament which resulted in two, small flaring events within an hour of the C1.1 flare. Flux cancellation was aided by the moat flow from the leading sunspot which was also one of the anchorage points of the arch filament. The cancellation of flux led to the destabilization of the arch filament which was seen as an increase in the twist along the arch filament. The horizontal fields across the weak PIL decay faster which cannot prevent the filament from rising which resulted in a two-ribbon flare at the PIL. On the other hand, the overlying fields between the two polarities of the active region, decay much more slowly and exert a strong downward directed tension force which decelerates the rising filament and prevents it from developing into a CME. It would be worthwhile to investigate if the above photospheric and coronal conditions are generic to flares occurring in simple, bipolar active regions.
